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MEMORANDUM FOR BOB HALDEMAN
FROM THE PRESIDENT

~

When Cliff White came through the line this
morning he said he would like to come in some time and
tell me what happened in New York.
I do not want to give great visibility to political
meetings these days but if you can arrange for him to come
in to have lunch with Finch (or perhaps a better idea might
be with you since Finch is considered by the Conservatives
to be too liberal) and then bring him by for a brief visit, it
probably is worthwhile for the future.
I want it done with no fanfare or publicity -- make
it just a private occasion.
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November 30, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR:

H. R. HALDEMAN

FROM:

THE PRESIDENT

On the political front, it is important to start an early liaison
with BiUy Graham and his people. He was enormously hdpful
to us in the Border South in '68 and will continue to be in '72.
But, we need to have someone in charge of this org anizational
activity at an e arly date. For example, in going after our
breakthrough on the Catholic front we have to remember that
. our primary source of support will be among the fundamentalist
Protestants, and we can probably substantially broaden that
bas e of suppo,rt . .
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